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Introduction 

The cost of fabricating state-of-the-art integrated circuits (ICs) has been increasing and 
it will likely be economic rather than technical factors that ultimately limit the progress 
of ICs toward smaller devices. It is estimated that lithography currently accounts for 
approximately one-third the total cost of fabricating modem ICs(1). It is expected that 
this factor will be fairly stable for the forseeable future, and as a result, any 
lithographic process must be cost-effective before it can be considered for production. 
Additionally, the capital equipment cost for a new fabrication facility is growing at an 
exponential rate(2); it will soon require a multibillion dollar investment in capital 
equipment alone to build a manufacturing facility. 

In this regard, it is vital that any advanced lithography candidate justify itself on the 
basis of cost effectiveness. EUV lithography is no exception and close attention to 
issues of wafer fabrication costs have been a hallmark of its early hi~tory(~9~). To date, 
two prior cost analyses have been conducted for EUV lithography (formerly called 
"Soft X-ray Projection Lithography"). The analysis by Ceglio, et. al., provided a 
preliminary system design, set performance specifications and identified critical 
technical issues for cost control. A follow-on analysis by Early, et.&., studied the 
impact of issues such as step time, stepper overhead, tool utilization, escalating 
photoresist costs a d  limited reticle usage on wafer exposure costs. This current study 
provides updated system designs and specifications and their impact on wafer exposure 
costs. In  addition, it takes a first cut at a preliminary schematic of an E W L  fabrication 
facility along with an estimate of the capital equipment costs for such a facility. 
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Figure 1. The EUVL unit cell 
consists of a a pre-exposure track, 
capable of spinning both a thick 
pattern transfer layer followed by a 
thinner imaging layer; the EUVL 
stepper for pattern transfer; and the 
post-exposure track, for silylation 
(or similar process) of the imaging 
layer and etching (by FUE or 
similar process) the pattern into the 
thick pattern transfer layer. 

In specific terms, this study defines an Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography (EUVL) unit 
cell, sets technical (mirror reflectivity, resist sensitivity, etc.) and economic (capital 
equipment costs, maintenance costs, etc.) specifications for the unit cell, and calculates 
both the throughput (waferdhour) and exposure cost (C/cm2) for DRAM production(5) 
using a modified SEMATECH cost-of-ownership model. W e  calculate the throughput 
and exposure cost of the EUVL unit cell as a function of parameterized values for the 
technical and economic specifications. Analysis determines that thermal loading on the 
imaging optics is a fundamental limit to wafer throughput. Finally, we provide an 
estimate of the capital equipment investment required per 1000 wafer-starts-per-week 
for an EUVL fabrication facility. 

Production specifications 

EUVL is being developed for 100 nm lithography, which is the critical level 
lithography requirement for 16 Gbit DRAM devices. In high volume production, it is 
estimated that 16 Gbit DRAMs will require 22 mask levels and have an initial field size 
of 22 x 44 mm (fabrication optimization may allow manufacturers to shrink these 
dimensions on later generations of the device@)). In our model, these devices will be 
fabricated on 400 mm wafers with one chip per field and with a stepper utilized at 70% 
of its maximum throughput. Under nominal conditions, we estimate that -100 DRAMs 
will be fabricated on a single sixteen inch wafer (80% area utilization). With device 
"shrinkage", the number could increase to - 150 DRAMs/wafer. 
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Table 1 
Nominal Pre-Expos u re Track Specifications 

Overhead time: 2 minute/job 
Throughput: 
Spin Coaters: 

Thirty 400 mm diameter waferdhour 
One pattern layer and one imaging layer 

Footprint 50 ft2 

EWL unit cell 
Technical pe  fomance specicfications: 

In this analysis, we use newly available source specifications, optics designs, rEfl-wtive 
coating characteristics and resist strategies to model the EUVL unit cell and define its 
technical specifications. In this formulation, the E W L  unit cell consists of a pre- 
exposure track, an EUVL stepper and a post exposure track, see figure 1. 

The pre-exposure track consists of two spin-coaters with bake stations. The EWL 
resist process consists of a pattern transfer layer and a chemically amplified imaging 
layer with a silylation processo). To reduce overhead time, the second wafer is spun 
with the pattern transfer layer while the first wafer is spun with the imaging layer. The 
track has a specified throughput of 30 sixteen inch wafers per hour and an initial 
overhead of two rninutes/job@) (Le., it takes two minutes for the first wafer to be 
"ready" for loading into the EUVL stepper). The technical specifications for the pre- 
exposure track are listed in Table 1. 

In this model, the EUVL stepper has a modular EUV source consisting of a laser 
produced plasma, a target system and a debris-mitigation system. It has advanced wafer 
and reticle handling capabilities, precision stage and alignment systems, and fully 
reflective optics consisting of a three element, multilayer-coated condenser, a four 
element multilayer-coated imaging system and a multilayer-coated reflective reticle. 
The source, condenser and imager are designed to have a linear fill factor equal to 0.6. 
The multilayer coatings have a peak EUV reflectivity specification of 70 % . The reticle 
is presumed to have a 30 nm silicon top layer on its reflective coating for purposes of 
possible pattern repaidg). This results in a reticle reflectivity of 67%. The source is a 
spectrally broadbarid emitter, delivering approximately 1 watt of debris-free radiation 
incident upon the first condenser optic within the bandwidth of the o p t i d  system. In 
calculating the energy transport between the source and the wafer, we account for the 
finite bandwidth of the reflective coatings and two thin silicon windows, each with 70% 
transmission, to isolate the optics from the wafer and the source. 
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The wafer's journey through the EUVL stepper begins with a load lock which will have 
an overhead time of one minute per job (i-e., the time required for the first wafer to 
enter the stepper). Following the load lock, the wafer enters t h e  prealign and leveling 
area which will require 30 seconds per wafer. This time was selected because it is 
representative of the time required by many modem steppers for this procedure. In 
short, we assume that technological advances will allow for greater alignment precision 
(which will be required for all steppers fabricating similar devices) without necessarily 
achieving greater speed than available with current state-of-the-art steppers. 

Following pre-alignment and leveling, the wafer is transported onto the exposure stage 
(7 seconds) and is ready for global alignment (15 seconds). We assume a *'step and 
scan" type machine with 0.5 second field-to-field step time (again, similar to the time 
required by modem steppers.) We assume that a 3 mm overscan is necessary due to the 
curvature of the ring field system and stage acceleration. Under nominal conditions and 
field size, the exposure time per field is determined by thermal loading limitations (see 
below). We assume the exposure time per field is approximately 2.2 sec. Whilethe 
first wafer is being exposed, the second wafer travels through the load lock and the pre- 
alignment and leveling systems. In this way, the second wafer is ready to be 
transported onto the exposure stage as soon as the first wafer is removed. This 
capability already exists on modem steppers. Lastly, the EUVL tool will not require 
"send-ahead" wafers. A summary of these technical specifications is listed in Table 2. 

After exposure, the wafer receives a post-exposure bake and is subsequently transported 
onto the post-exposure track. We assume a one minute/job overhead time to transport 
the wafer through the vacuum interface between the EUVL stepper and the silylation 
tool. After silylation, the wafer is further processed by an RIE-like etching process. 
The throughput specification for the post-exposure track is 30 wafers per hour. A 
summary of these technical specifications is listed in Table 3. 

Financial specijications: 

The estimated costs associated with the EUVL tool are summarized in Table 4. Briefly, 
the estimated capital equipment cost for each track is $2M and for the EUVL tool is 
$10M ($1M for the optics, $ l M  for the laser, $500K for the target system and $7.5M 
for the stepper hardware). All capital equipment is depreciated over five years with an 
interest rate of 8%/year. The yearly maintenance costs are 5 % of the capital cost, 
except for the laser and the optics. We estimate the laser will require a yearly 
maintenance cost equal to 10% of the laser capital cost (to cover the expense of 
replacing laser diodes), and the optics will have a yearly "re-coat" charge of 
$60Wyear. We estimate the reticle cost to be $100,000, which is consistent with the 
expected cost of reticles for 16 Gbit DRAMS in production(lO). The target system has 
a consumable cost specification of $lO-S/shot. 
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TabIe 2 
. .  .. . Nominal Stepper Specifications 

Resolution: 100 nm 
Overlay: 30 nm 
Source: 
Condenser system: 

Imaging system: 
Isolation windows: 

Laser produced plasma; broadband emission 
3 element; multilayer coated, with debris 

mitigation system 
4 element; multilayer coated 
One between source and condenser; 
one between wafer and imaging system; 
70% transmission (each) 
Mo/Si multilayers with a peak reflectivity of - -  Mirror Reflectivity: 

Overhead time: 1 minute/job 
Pre-alignment and leveling: 30 secondsljob 
Loading and global alignment: 22 seconddwafer 
Exposure time: 
Overscan: 3 mm 
Resist sensitivity: 10 mj/cm* 
Step time: 0.5 sec field-to-field 
Field size: 
Chipslfield : 1 
Wafer size: 400 mm diameter 
Fields/ wafer: 101 
Wafer area utilization: 80 % 
Tool utilization: 70% 
Send-ahead wafers: none 
Footprint: 150 ft2 

70% at 13.3 nm 

-2.2 sdfield; limited by thermal loading 

22 mm x 44 mm 

Table 3 
Nominal Post-Exposure Track Specifications 

Overhead: - 
Throughput: 
Process: 
Footprint: 

1 minute/job 
Thirty 400 mm diameter waferdhour 
Silylation followed by 'WE"-type etch 
50 ft2 
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Table 4 
Nominal Cost Specifications 

Capital equipment costs: 
Pre-exposure track: 
EUVL stepper: 
Stepper hardware: 
Optics: 
LaSer(1I): 
Target System: 

Post-exposure track 
Total Capital Equip: 

Total stepper: 

Maintenance costs: 
Track hardware: 
Stepper: 
Hardware: 
Optics: 
Laser 
Target system: 

Clean Room: 

Consumables: 
Re tick( 10): 
Resists: 
Pattern transfer: 
Imaging layer: 

Target Material: 

Financial factors: 
Interest rate: 
Depreciation: 

$2M 

$7.5M 
$1. OM 
$1. OM 
$0.5M 
$1OM 
$2M 
$14M - -  

5% of the capital equipment costlyear 

5% of the capital equipment costlyear 

10% of the capital equipment costlyear 
5% of the capital equipment costlyear 
$360/ft2/year 

$6OKlyear 

$100,000 

$8oo/gal 
$2500/gal 
$ 10-5/shot 

5 %/year 
5 years 

Technical Constraints 
Thermal loading limitation on rhroughvut 

The maximum available EUV radiation at the wafer plane is limited by thermal loading 
on the imaging optics. Previously, we calculated the thermally induced distortion on the 
precision imaging optics as a function of substrate material and power loading(12). For 
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Figure 2: Insensitive resists 
require large fluences of EUV 
radiation for cost effectiveness; 
however the penality is thermally 
induced distortion on the imaging 
optics. 

25 50 75 100 

Xme-average E W  radiation 
delivered to wafer (mw) 

ULE substrates, the thermally induced surface figure distortion is 1 A per 63 milliwatts 
of absorbed power. The time-averaged power loading (i.e., absorbed power) on the 
first imaging optic (MI) may be written as: 

equation (1) 

where R,(h) is the reflectivity of the n*h imaging optic, W(h) is the transmission of the 
window between the wafer and the imaging system, and hl and are the limits of the 
spectral bandwidth for the source. For our nominal conditions, the power loading on 
mirror Ml is approximately 2.7 times the average power delivered to the wafer(13). 

In figure 2, we plot the EUV lithography cost versus power delivered to the wafer with 
resist sensitivity as a parameter, figure 2. Superimposed on this figure is the average 
thermal loading and the resulting thermal distortion on the first imaging optic, MI, for 
a broadband source. At a resist sensitivity of 2 mj/cm2, the cost of lithography 
is nearly independent of the power at the wafer (exposure costs are dominated by fixed 
overhead time). However, for less sensitive resists,the lithography cost is strongly 
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dependent on the power delivered to the wafer. A higher power is required to increase 
throughput and decrease lithography cost, but this results i n  an increased thermal 
distortion on mirror M 

It is estimated that the required surface figure of the imaging optics must be better than 
3 A (peak-to-valley). This must include errors produced during fabrication, errors in 
metrology and distortions introduced by mechanical mounting or thermal loading. For 
our nominal conditions, we specify that the maximum surface figure-error 
corresponding to thermal loading on mirror M, cannot exceed 1.5 A. This fixes the 
maximum power delivered to the wafer (for a broadband source) at 35 mw(l4)- For a 
fixed resist sensitivity, thermal loading limits the system throughput. Increases in 
throughput can only be accomplished with more sensitive resists or by decreasing the 
effect of thermal loading on the optics (i.e., developing subsrrate materials which are 
less sensitive to thermal effects). 

In our model, we adjust the repetition rate of the laser so that the required number of 
pulses for exposure are delivered to the wafer during the calculated exposure time. 
Depending upon the step and overhead times and the resist sensitivity, the required 
repetition rate of the laser is between 1-5 Khertz. Under our nominal conditions, the 
laser repetition rate is 2.3 Khertz. 

Wafer Exposure Costs: 

Using a modified SEMATECH cost-of-ownership code, we analyze the cost of 
lithography for an EUVL stepper operating under our nominal conditions and as a 
function of our input parameters. The total cost of lithography, as well as its constituent 
components, are plotted as a function of tool utilization in figure 3. Under nominal 
conditions (Le., 70% utilization), we estimate the EUV lithography costs per critical 
level to be approximately 9.45C/cm2, and the throughput of the tool to be 
approximately 8.4 sixteen inch wafers per hour (12 wafers/hour at 100% utilization). 
Figures 4, 5 and 6 illustrate the sensitivity of the wafer lithography costs to variations 
in capital equipment, maintenance and consumable costs. I n  these figures, we vary 
individual cost components &50% from their specified "baseline" values and show the 
effects on wafer lithography cost. From these plots, it is possible to determine the 
wafer exposure cost for an EUVL system with differing component cost specifications. 
Finally, in figure 7, we display wafer lithography cost versus mirror reflectivity with 
resist sensitivity as a parameter. In this data, we presume that the stepper is operated at 
its thermal load limit. Present state-of-the-art multilayer mirrors have a peak 
reflectivity of 66%(15); the nominal reflectivity specification for EUV mirrors is 70%. 
Notice that exposure costs become prohibitive for EUV systems operating with low 
reflectivity mirrors or insensitive resists. 
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Figure 3. The cost of E W  
lithography for critical levels as a 
function of tool utilization. 

Lithomaphy Related CaDital Euuipment Costs For A Factorv: 

The throughput for an EUVL unit cell operating under nominal conditions and 100% 
utilization is approximately 12 sixteen inch wafers per hour for critical levels with 100 
nm minimum feature size. We assume that 16 Gbit DRAMS will be fabricated with 8 
critical levels, 7 levels with 130 nm minimum feature size, and 7 levels with 180 nm 
minimum feature size. In production, "mix and match" strategies permit the fabrication 
of noncritical levels to be  accomplished on tools with less resolution but greater 
throughput. We assume that all levels are fabricated with the EUV lithography unit 
cell (figure 1) and with the technical specifications as listed in Table 2. We model an 
all "EUVL factory" using a "mix and match" strategy such that the non-critical levels 
are fabricated with a more sensitive resist (generally exhibiting less resolution). For the 
130 and 180 nm lithography levels, we assume that the EUVL unit cells use a resist 
with sensitivities of 7.5 and 5 rnj/cm2 respectively, yielding raw throughputs of 15 and 
18 sixteen inch wafers per hour for these non-critical levels. A 1000 wafers-staft-per- 
week IC factory using EUV lithography under these conditions requires 4 EUVL "unit 
cells" for the 100 nm levels, 3 "unit cells" for the 130 nm levels, and an additional 3 
"unit cells" for the 180 nm levels. At $14M per unit cell, it is expected that the capital 
equipment cost for lithography in this factory is $140M ($196M for a factory 
operating at only 70% utilization). 
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Figure 4. The total EUV 
Lithography cost as a function of 
capital equipment costs; on a 
percentage basis, stepper hardware 
has the largest influence on 
exposure costs. 
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Figure 5 The total EUV 
Lithography cost as a function of 
maintenance costs. A &50% 
variation in the presumed 
maintenance costs has little effect 
on the exposure costs. 
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Figure 6. The total E W  
Lithography cost as a hnction of 
consumable costs; resist and reticle 
costs can have a significant impact 
on EUV Lithography cost. 
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Figure 7: Dependence of EUV 
Lithography cost on mirror 
reflectivity. Achieving greater resist 
sensitivity and higher mirror 
reflectivity are the keys to 
controlling EUV Lithography cost. 
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